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Eisenhower shares insight
with American Studies group·
by Jane Gore
Brigadier General John S.D.
Eisenhower described himseH as
"the missing link" to the
American Studies audience
Tuesday night, referring to his
father,
former
President
Eisenhower, and his son David,
son-in-law of former President
Nixon.
Despite his active military
service and political experiences,
Eisenhower said that his writing
is the accomplishment of which

In his book about the Allies,
Eisenhower has thoroughly
explored the Allies' relationships
with each other during World
War II.
Eisenhower presented the
audience in American Heritage
Auditorium with a detailed
description of the behind-thescenes occurr~n. ~ of major
historical moments throughout
the war.
The capacity crowd listened to
the story of the war, retold by a

democracy in a war."
Though eventually the United
States did gain control of the
unified command, Eisenhower
told the audience that Churchill
tried to retain the commanding
power for the British.
Churchill met daily with his
joint chiefs of staff; however,
Roosevelt saw his maybe once a
month, according to Eisenhower.
Eisenhower's book details the
American side of the World War
II story. Eisenhower reported

"Roosevelt's job was to keep America working. It is hard to keep a
democracy in a war."
-Brigadier General JohnS. D. Eisenhower

Brtgak General John S.D. Elleuhower, ron of former Pftilldmt
Eisenhower, speaks to American Studies audience In American
Heritage Auditorium.
bv JOHN RADCLIFFE

Faculty, staff asked
to pledge one day's pay
by Linda Ford
In an effort to raise money for
Harding, a campaign was
recently completed in which
University faculty and staff
members were asked to voluntarily pledge one day's pay to the
school over the next five years.
- Through this campaign,, lead
by Dr. Don England, professor of
science, and Byron Rowan,
assistant to the vice president of
finance, the University has been
able to raise pledges of $622,946
from faculty and staff members
for the next five years.
But President Clifton Ganus

Inside
Centerpiece ...
The Bison's inside magazine
this week features several
stories on campus stereotypes
and the students who fit or
break them. See pages 5, 6 and
7.

Taking Offense ...
Offensiveness can't always
be avoided, but it can be
softened. Read an editorial,
page 2.

said he thinks the figure will be
"a little higher" after the last of
the pledges have been made.
Ganus said this faculty and
staff campaign is part of the $2,,-.- fund drive which started
last fall.
Ganus said that the school
wanted to ask Harding faculty
and staff for money first before
going to outside sources for
financial help.
"If you need help, you should
start at home," Ganus said.
Ganus said that 99.4 percent of
the faculty participated in the
campaign by having part of their
pay deducted from their
paycheck for use by the school.
The percentage of staff is not as
high since many of them are paid
hourly wages and earn less than
the faculty.
Ganus said not everyone
pledged a full day's pay a month.
Some pledged less than a day's
pay, and some pledged more than
a day's pay.
"I think it is tremendous when
faculty and staff give not only
their lives but material
possessions, because it shows
they are dedicated in what they
are doing," Ganus said.
The faculty and staff campaign
is a part of the Alumni Challenge
and phonathon conducted last fall
to raise funds toward the completion of a $1 million addition to
the science building and to
supplement operational costs.

he is proudest.
Eisenhower helped his father
write The Whi$e House Years,
edited Letters to Mamie and has
written his
book, The Bitter
Woods, 'about the Battle of the
Bulge. His latest work is Allies:
Pearl Harbor to D-Day.
Eisenhower confined his address · to the topics of his two
books about World War II. He
apologized to the audience,
claiming that he is not a
historian.
His main interest seems to lie
in things he personally has had
contact with. In reference to his
study of "the war," he said, "I
prefer to be thought of as a posthole digger rather than someone
who digs a whole furrow."

own

man who has made an in-depth
study of it, along with the many
personal' recollections he retains
from his father and . other
military men who actually fought
in it.
Eisenhower's stories of the
successful and jealous alliance
between the United States and
Britain, not to mention the other
European allies, revealed the
opinion that he sees the war as
power struggle among nations
and among individuals.
"Roosevelt was not the war
leader
Churchill
was,"
Eisenhower said when discussing
the differences between the two
wartime leaders. "Roosevelt's
job was to keep America
working. It is hard to keep a

·~

that his book is not selling well in
England. "They seem to have
forgotten we were ever there,"
he said.
Eisenhower also referred to his
previous book, The Bitter Woods.
He retraced the strategical
reasons for the Battle of the
Bulge and noted that the
American forces were overconfident when they went into the
battle.
In the question-and-answer
period that followed, Eisenhower
revealed that his father had not
been happy when he learned that
the atomic bomb had been invented.
"It's a terrible thing," Dwight
~isenhower had said when
(See EISENHOWER, page 9)

Bubbly
With the help of a piece of bubble gum, freshman Pennie Van Smith Is able to remove the taste of
cafeteria food from her mouth.
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~ Opinio

Tolerance important
when one is offended
A Bison staff member- wrote a humorous essay for an English
class last semester. She wrote a letter from heaven and told about
heaven's newspaper, the Heaven Herald. The feature which
separated the Herald from earthly newspapers was a lack of
controversy.
Even at a Christian university, hardly an issue of the newspaper
goes by Without someone being offended by something. Even an
article as seemingly harmless as a review of the movie Bambi has
been controversial enough in someone's eyes to elicit a letter to the
editor.
It is impossible to try to please everyone and to fill any periodical
with articles that couldn't possibly be offensive to anyone. It is also
impossible to apologize every time someone's feelings are hurt; we
would be apologizing all the time and contradicting ourselves in
the process.
But there must be some way to resolve miffed feelings, whether a
misunderstanding has occurred in a newspaper or between two
acquaintances. Most people who complain expect a full apology;
most people who find that they have offended someone feel a
natural instinct to defend themselves. A compromise should be
reached between the two extremes.
We feel that automatic apologies whenever someone registers a
complaint is a sign of weakness. We decide that we are' going to try
to follow certain principles, and we stick by them when we are
c}lallenged, whether we are a newspaper or an individual.
Nevertheless, we must be able to bend without breaking. A sign
of maturity is the ability to bury pride and to sincerely and
sometimes publicly apologize for wrongs, real or imagined.
Likewise, the injured party should maintain as open a mind as
possible. Extreme stubbornness can be as offensive as the action or
worlds that incited it. Sometimes it is enough to write a letter;
sometimes it is enough to discuss matters and hear a personal
explanation.
Tolerance is important. We cannot -and do not - expect
everyone to think like us. We seek diversity in our food, clothing,
entertainment, scenery; shouldn't we savor diversity in human
viewpoints just as much?We can learn so much simply from
sharing ideas with each other, if we are willing to give up a little of
ourselves to accept part of another's views.

·~

Box 1192
Student opposes
music column
Editor:
I was discouraged by the
review of 1982's "top singles" in
last week's issue. It would seem
to be more at home in a state
university's newspaper. In my
judgment; Christian emphasis
and influence was totally lacking.
"Worthy" artists' returns were
saluted in the review. I ask you,

-»••

<J..,z.~========:...:...=.:....::-:-:-=..::·~~;Jw..Dlw.
is Fleetwood Mac, whose lead
singer dedicates performances to
witches, worthy? Is The Who
worthy of a Christian's respect,
or even his ears? Peter Townshend, leader of The Who,
referred to the Cincinnati
stampede as a beneficial experience for the band. He said,
"You know, we don't go around
worrying about 11 people dying."
Let me say here that I don't
pretend to be nearly the authority
on current pop-rock music that
the reviewer evidently is. I do

know something about many of
the artists, but because I'm not
familiar with some of the singles'
lyrics, I'll be careful a boot what I
write.
"The Message," Randy's top
single, by its critique alone
seems to. be unworthy of any
merit or of any Christian's time.
It is not our place to breathe
"scathing social commentary"
on our governinent and fellow
citizens, nor to support such
comments in any way. The
<See BOX 1192, page 3)

Is the Bison just masquerading as a college newspaper?
In theory at least, students
come to college to learn a
profession that they can practice
after four years of classroom
lecture.
For those of us who work on the
Bison, the situation is a little
different because the way we
learn is by putting out a paper
each Friday. And,because we are
still learning about journalism
and writing, we make niistakes.
When most students take a test,
only the teacher and the student
know how badly or well he or she
did. If we make a mistake in the
paper,-it'S<reproduced 3,000 times

and placed down in the Student
Center for everyone else to see on
Friday.
Sometimes our mistakes are
funny - like the time we ran a
story about the Pepsi challenge
above
a
Coca-Cola
advertisement
And sometimes our mistakes
are the result of an inexperienced
reporter's misunderstanding of a
story.
We can hardly make any
claims on being a truly
professional paper when our
strongest competition is chapel
announcements'- and· our staff.·

f{WTile Har2!~!;~~~~~!ty BisO~
Editor in chief .. __. ___ ........ ...................... ,, _Laura L. Brown :
Business Manager .., .. , ........ .................._,·> ~- ~;. .. • .. Lisa Keen;:
Assistant Editor .. .......... ..................... , . . . . Cynthia Hooton :
Photographic Editor ... ....... ....... ·.................. John Radcliffe ;
News Editor ... .' ..•..• : . ... . . . . ................. -:?J·,:.~.::: : . . Linda: Ford~
Features Editor ....... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Karen O'Donaghy ..
Sports Editor ....... :. , . ........ ................ w ~·" . . . . ~en Bissell :~
Staff Artist . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jun Dotson :
Faculty Sp-}nsors ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr: Dennis Organ, Dr. Heber Taylor ~
and David Tucker ~
Editorials printed jn.til~rison are the positioot of the paper and are~
not intended to represen the administration. "Views expressed in :
opinion columns and revie_ws do not necessarily refleet tbe views of the ~
editor, the staff or tbe Universit}'.
',
Official weekly papef pu:J:llished during the regUlar academic year .
except holidays and examination weeks by Harding University, Searcy,
Arkansas.
..
_Subscription rates: $5 per year. Harding University Bison, Second
Class Postage <USP 577660) paid at Searcy, Ark. 72143.
Publication No. 577660
·~· .....................
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Off the Record
Cynthia Hooton

ideals of professional papers, we
sometimes take the political
viewpoint opposite the majority
of students. Our Republican
~ighbors across the hall go
bahanas when they see the "Bill
Clinton for Governor" poster on
the editor's door. "I voted for him
for his look; Frank White just
isn't photogenic," she explained.

puts in hours of woik each week
official organ of the central
for one hour of credit.
committee of the communist
Our facilities aren't exactlY. off
party of 'Cuba. Each · week we
We aren't professionals yet,
the set df Lou Grant, either. Take - rece1ve a complimentary copy.
and we won't even be crushed if
oUr "newsroom," for example.
mailed to us anonymously. The
stUdents laugh with us at some of
To simulate. a copy desk ~h:ere
red lines on the pages_ enhance
our more obvious mistakes. We
editors write::. AeadliReS.. and-- - our office'S color SCheme. Just to
were even amused recently to
proofread storie:S, ~ we- 'liav~ --keep the room ~n political
find out that one student clips out '
ah-anged in a , '0-shape~ thl:e4! ~- balance the news edit'?!" ~s h~
tables and a deste- ---- -" ·- -- - ·· -- a letter from the Chr1Sban Anb- ~the-Bison's errors and tapes them
: Modem jourruilistic ~~mplogy
Communism Crusade across · fu his refrigerator door so he can
have something to laugh at :
is unknown to us unles~MrVe-read
from the papers.
before breakfast.
~utitina textb991f()F-1Wor~:f"-1
Also, to at least follow the
hometown pap~ :!W:lil& :the 1
summers. The ..most modern
P,ieces of equipmeriqn-tM offic~ are electric typewriters•·and·-a·'~
ooffeepot.
B!lt '!hat ! e~ ~- lack in :,..;;.,:..
profe.ss1onal eqwpment, we
·· .: :
.
make up for with professionaJ
Several figqres giv~ in a stQI"Y on enrollment in last week's issue .
attitudes. •
· were incorrect. This semester's total registration is about 2,805; the
: We are cultiytttit1g a jour; ... ,firstfigurehuled to a~~t for the approximately 30 students who will
nalistic sense of i.t;reyer~nce. On . be attending Harding in Florence.
the office bulletin board, a picFigures for enrollment this ~st fall a.nd l~t spring were reversed.
wre of Leonid Breshnev waves
The fall enrollment was' , while the totallastspring was , .
goodbye to . the staff -of · his -·, A story about the National Education Program reported that about $1
"favorite Western. newspaper." . -million is raised annually for the program through private conBecaus~ we have always been
tributions. The actual figure is closer .to $125,000.
told that newspapers should be
Finally, the name of Polish Solidarity union leader Lech Walesa was
rather liberal, we've papered a
incorrectly spelled Walen~ in a Digest item.
section of the newsroom wall
· ·· ·
· ·
.
with copies of (iranma - a
~~wspaper that c.l~ims -~. ~ -~~ .. . ~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
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Petit Jean Mountairi more thari photo or-phone book
The scene on the front cover of
the 1979 phone book shows a
slightly-out-of focus waterfall
seen through the fringe of some
airy pine trees high above.
The identification inside the
cover says merely that water and
Laura L. Brown
trees are two of the state's attractive resources; it does not
Petit Jean is a great place for a
greenery of.the mountain. There
tell where this particular scene
club outing. It might be a
are endless nooks and streams
was shot.
pleasant Walden-like experience
But anyone who has ever been
and rock formations to explore.
to explore the mountain along,
there recognizes it as a waterfall
And even l:heugh you know
but nothing can match the fun of
nestled in a cleft of Petit Jean
]>eaple have gone ahead of you hiking. over · it with 20 or 30
Mountain near Morrilton.
. , even though you may have been
·friends.
· ·
A day at Petit Jean is a ;day : . there before yourself - there is a
The. trip down to the waterfall
sense that you are discovering
when you can almost make
is especially conducive to
this land for the first time.
yourself believe that nothing else
cooperation; you might not make
Majestic is the only word for
exists besides the peaceful
it there alone.
the mountain as a whole; seen
A steep, narrow path winds
from a distance, it rises straight
down through sometimes unup from the flat land that
steady rocks, leading the adsurrounds it. The vision might
venturous to a stream that must
cause an extra thump .of the
be crossed. You might choose a
heart: a smooth plane of land,
wide but not particularly rapid
and suddenly - a mountain.
crossing, where you can get
Anticipation builds in the inyourself and each other across by
nards of those visiting the
forming a human chain and
mountain for the first time as the
picking your way from one
car takes the dizzying drive to the
smooth under-the-surface stone
top. ·The angle of the road
to another, testihg the stones as if
sometimes plays tricks with
you.werenavigating a ·lnine field.
perspective, giving passengers a
And you have to take off your
sensation similar to the queasy
shoes and roll up your pants. You
excitement of coming over the
haven't known the creek until you
top on a Ferris wheel.

.Endlessly Rocking

How much
should you have
to pay for
fmequality
eyewea.r?

People should be able to Jet~Jne.qul~ly
prescriptiOn eycwesr &1 rcumable prices.
iSO started ..ub lhat idea in 193$ and we
stlll.offcr the belt values. You'll lind TSO
pr~ca amona t11c Jowat. llut TSO 1ense1
are of lhc liD est quallty, made eucdy to the
docmr's presalpllo!lln one of the mort
l'liOdan lw labonlories·in the cowury.
TSO bas bWidrcds of fubiooable fl'll!lel
In a vlricty of colon to c:boole from.
Come to TSO. You lbouldD't pay more,
or II:Cepllcss.

Prices you CUI afford. Quality you CUI .ee.

2110 E. Race
Searcy Shopping Center
261-3596

too soon to go. You glance at the
mountain through the rear
window until you can't see it any
more. You can't wait to have the
photographs you took developed.
Y_ou hope you can go back again
sometime.
Maybe years from now, every
time you open your yearbook,
you'll think about that mountain.
.. nowhere else but Arkansas.

have felt the icy bite of water
against your ankles. and the slick
mQSs ·nnder yOw>· toes.
On the way back, after you've
been to the waterfall, you might
walk further downstream until
you come to a log fallen across
the stream, forming a natural
bridge. "Why didn't we find this
. on the way down?" someone
asks, but nobody really regrets
the flrst crossing.
The waterfall itself is like a
scene from a childhood dream. It
jlours out from a fissure between
the rocks to a round pool maybe
30 feet below, making a liquid arc
like a stream from a pitcher held
high above a glass.
Enclosed on several sides by a
high horseshoe of rock, the
splashing fall is amplified to an
awesome roar. But some are
attracted to it like a moth to a
light bulb; maybe you are one of
them. You scamper around the
grainy erosion of rock until you
are almost behind the waterfall,
intoxicated by the roar and the
spray that no longer moistens
faces but soaks hair and
obliterates the view through
glasses.
When it is time to leave, no
matter how much time you have
spent on the mountain, it seems

Write
Write
Write
Have complaints, praise or
merely observation? The
Bison welcomes your letters.
Letters should be typed,
should not exceed 200 words,
and should be sent to Box 1192
or delivered to the office by
noon Tuesday for publication
in that week's paper.

Box1192
______~-----------------------<Continued from page
2)

give any kind of support to rock
music? Even many rock artists
r~ognile its negative influence.
Here's what some say: ·
David Bowie, in Rolling Stone,
2-12-76: "Rock and Roll has
always been the devil's music!"
Chris Stein, (of Blondie) in
People, 5-21-79: "Everybody
takes it for granted, Rock and
Roll is synonymous with sex."
Peter Townshend, in TIME,
12-17-79: "Rock is going
to kill me som~ow. It gets
everybody in the end."
Elvis Presley, considered by
many the father of rock and roll,
recognized its negative influence.
Col. Tom Parker, his manager,
told him to make a choice between rock and Christ "because
they don't mix." Elvis turned bis
back on God. It has·been alleged
that three months before bis
death, Elvis said that he would.

Christian's sole responsibility to
the government is to honor and
respect it (I Peter 2:17). It is
ludicrous to label this as
"essential listening for anyone
who claims to care about music
or America."
I can hardly believe that a song
entitled "Sexual Healing" expresses Christian ideal$, nor
should we give honor to "Let's
Get it On" by labeling it as a
masterpiece. These songs surely
don't refer to sex within
marriage bonds. How can we
support them? Does Aretha
Franklin really "deserve our
respect with songs that sizzle"
like "Jump to it?" Should we
laud
Steve
Miller's
"Abracadabra," which makes it
sound acceptable for a guy to
reach out and grab a girl?
In general, should Christians

You are
Welcome!

northwest
church
of
Christ
lnuna.l.& 16CN

.........,

Son Antonio, Te. .

,

"A friendly church where
Jesus is Lord and His
Word is the authority."
This is your invitation to
worship, study, and fellowship with us when you visit
"San Antonio. We hope to see
Sunday Bible Study· 9:00a.m. you soon!

Sunday A.M. Assembly· 10:00 o.m.

As Arkansans, we must defend
our state. Arkansas has many
things to offer tO everyone. We
have so many different kinds of
scenery that if you do not like
where you are, you can just drive
to your choice of scenery. If she
would just open her eyes and
look, she could see the beauty of
our state.

giye up all he had if he could go
back to that day when he was
right with God.
Christians, we are to be
separate fro~ the world! We are
pilgrims here, travelling toward
our future home. We need to have
a spiritual, positive impact on the
world!
"Do not conform any longer to
the pattern of this world, but be
transformed by ~ renewing ·of
your mind." (Romans 12:2)
"Come ye out from among
them and be separate ... " (I Cor.
6:18)

Sincerely in Christ,
Brian Casey

.Students defend
state's beauty ·
ToWbmnitMayC~m:

We are writing in respoose to
Laura Brown's article in the
BISON on January 21, 1983. We
understand · that it is her own
persooa1 opinion, but we believe
that sbe sliould stop_ critici;iQg
Arkansas and start appreciating
it.

·1

The rural areas of Arkansas
have their own beauty to offer to
anyone who has the ability to see
it. Both of us have driven the road
to which she makes reference,
and we do not see the ugliness in
it. It is beautiful to drive through
the farms and over the streams
and rivers and observe the rural
· towns.
SQme places in Arkansas may
seem backwards and behind the
times, but these are the very
things that make Arkansas such
a wonderful place. If she does not
appreciate- our state and its
beauty, then as far as we are
concerned she can leave it.
Sincerely,
Cary Randle
Alexa Baker

~lQ~ ~ ~ aruL 01
~fa-~ l4l w.Kat
~ C4f1l ~ at ~Ot'UII' ~.

John H. Simpson
261·46U

106 N. Spring
Searcy, AR
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' University choruses to join in

Symphony opens lyceum
The Arkansas Symphony
Orchestra and all University
choruses will · present a )oint
musical program in Benson
Auditorium Tuesday as the first
concert of the semester's lyceum
series.
The concert, scheduled to begin
at 7:30 p.m., will feature the
voices of th~ A Cappella, Chorale,
Commonwealth Singers,
Troubadours and Bel Canto
Singers, as well as the choruses
of Harding Academy and Searcy
High School.

The 6&-piece orchestra, conducted by Robert Henderson, will
perform Mozart's · "Symphony
No. 28 inC Major'' and "Non Piu
Andrai" from The Marriage of
Figaro; "Toreador Soog" from
Carmen by Georges Bizet, and
"Some Enchanted Evening"
from South Pacific by Rodgers
and Hammerstein, featuring
soloist Fred Fox.
After a brief intermission, the
combined choral groups will
appear with the orchestra and
will perform Ralph Vaughan

This week the Bison begins
"Centerpiece," an . occasional
four-page feature on related
aspects of campus life.
This week we look at
prevalent stereotypes, along
with a photo essay. See pages 5
through 8.

Camposology
Today
S.A. MoVie, "Cinderella," 7 p.m. and 9:30p.m., Benson Auditorium.
Saturday
S.A. Movie, "Robin Hood," 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m., Benson Auditorium.
Monday
Bison basketball at University of ~entral Arkansas, Conway.
Tuesday
Lyceum: Arkansas Symphony Orchestra, 7:30 p.m., Benson
Auditorium.
Tickets $1 with identification~rd, $3 without identification card.

Williams' "Serenade to Music."
Soloists for that piece will be
Dt. Kenneth Davis Jr., profesSQr
of' music and chairman of. the
deparioient; Dr. Arthur Shearin,
associate professor of music, and
Carolyn Nicholson.
The evening's entertainment
will conclude with Parts One and
Two of "The Three-Cornered
Hat" by Manuel de Falla.
Dr. Clifton Ganus ill, professor
of music and director of the
coordina¥d
the
Chorale,
program.
Admission for the concert will
be $3 for adults and $1 for
students and faculty members
with Harding identification.
)
Tickets are available at First
National Bank and First Security
Bank in Searcy as well as the
ticket office in the lobby of
Benson Auditorium.

Graduate exam
may still be taken
for $20 late fee
Although the deadline for
registering to take the Feb. 5
Graduate Record Examination
has passed, latecomers will be
accepted for a $20 walk-in fee
until available test copies run
out.
The GRE will be given Feb. 5 at
8 a .m. in Bible 100. Those-already
registered need to bring their
admission ticket, student identification and two No. 2 lead
pencils.
The GRE will be given again on
April . ~. and the deadline for
registration for that test date is
March 18.
Information on the test may be
obtained in the Tellting Office on
the first floor of the American
Studies Building.
The GRE, an admissions test
for graduate school, is required
by most graduate schools and
should be taken by anyone
considering graduate work.

Thursday
Bison basketball at University of Arkansas at Monticello.
Lily Pool Devotional, 9:15p.m., Music Recording Studio.

Qrlldren's .P!~Y set
-fOr spiiiig production
A one-man show and a
children's play are. ·ainong four
dramatic productions · to be
presented this semester by the
speech department.
The first play, "The Tavern"
by George M. Cohan, is
scheduled for Feb. 25 and 26. The
melodrama will be directed by
Morris Ellis, assistant professor
d. speech.
Written during the vaudeville
era, the play focuses on events
taking place in a tavern in the
1790s.

Cast members chosen for the
play are Keith, Sliter, Anna
Brenton. Ed Randle. Debbie
Grant, Jimmy Love, Sara Dean,
Chuck Holmes, Linda Counts,
Cindy Nations, Dan Billingsley,
Bret Atchley, Connie Hill, Rick
Hawkins and Vic Phares.
' Kevin Bay will serve as stage
mariager, while Connie Hill will
also work as assistant to the
director.
Senior drama major Cliff

ThomPson will direct "Hold Me"
by Jules Feiffer in early March.
The cast for this play has not yet
been chosen, although auditions
have been completed.
"A Children's Show: An Improvisational Approach to
American Folk Heroes" will be
performed under the direction of
Leigh Ellis, wife of Morris Ellis,
on April 21-23.
Filling the roles in this show
are Steve Holder, Ed Randle,
Pamela Frugoli, Linda Counts,
Debbie Grant, Tonya Busby,
Denise Daniels and Julie
Bashaw.
Twila Lane does triple duty as
assistant
director,
stage
manager and understudy in the
production.
A one-man show, "Damien,"
will be performed on April29 and
30 by senior John Moore. The
play is the story of a Catholic
priest who worked in a leper
colony in Hawaii.

Got News?
Call ext. 330_
FLIPPIN - KIIHNL

EYE CARE CEN'IBl, P. C.
311 North Spruce Street
Highway 367 South
Searcy, Arkansas '72143
Bald Knob, Arkansas 72010
501/268-3577
501/724-6376
Call Toll Free: 1-800-592-2020
Michael Kiihnl, O.D.
Howard F. Flippin, O.D.
General
and Pediatric
General Optometry
Optometry
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CeDteruieCe
Bible majors resist fitting into mold
by Lisa Taylor
All it takes is a trained eye to
spot what one might label the
typical Bible majcr at Harding.
1bey are the guys, as Brian
Miller, a junior Bible major, put
it, "who wear knit pants and
Sunday shoes and carry around
brief cases and Greek cards."
A stereotype is defined as
"something comforming to a
fixed or general pattern." As is
the case with preppies, good ol'
boys, preacher's kids or rich
girls, Bible majors, too, are often
stereotyped as soon as they
answer the question, -"What's
your major?"
Conforming: is it good or bad?
Lee Whitaker, a senior Bible
major, has his own ideas on the
subject. "I think I make an effort
to resist fitting into a mold," he
said, referring to the Sunday
shoes and Greek cards image,
"but I don't worry about it. I'm
not going to cease to share my
faith because people put up
barriers."
But there are some pressures
involved that seem to bear down
on the Bible major in particular.
''I believe that because they are

Bible majors they're often
judged more harshly," Will Ed
Warren, associate professor of
Bible, said. "I hear the term
Bible-banger and maybe a holierthan-thou attitude."
Preconceived ideas about how
a Bible major is supposed to act
and dress are often misleading
and
consequently
create

business major who will lack only
a few hours having a Bible major
before graduating, shares what
he feels are the barriers involved
with the Bible major image. "I
don't want to intimidate peopl~
because of preconceived ideas
they have. I want to work with
young people, and if you're a
Bible major they expect you to be

"The Bible major stereotype is the guy who
sits irt the student center Friday and Saturday night and talks about Ezekiel."
- Brian Miller
barriers. "There is a lot of
pressure on how you're supposed
to act," Miller said. "The Bible
major stereotype is the guy who
sits in the student center on
Friday and Saturday night and
talks about Ezekiel. I wouldn't
consider Jimmy Allen or Jerry
Jones the stereotyped Bible
major; they like to hunt and fish
and that kind of thing."
David Hardin, a junior

a preacher," Hardin said.
These barriers may have
cropped up fairly recently. •'The
barriers seem to have grown up
within the past few years,"
Warren said. "When I was
growing up there weren't any
youth ministers to speak of; it
was just the minister and the
congregation. It may be that we
have taken away church in-

volvement by making personal
·
work a paid thing."
Not all Bible majors originally
planned on being Bible majors.
Whitaker first came to Harding
with the idea of being a
chiropractor. Before his freshman year, after waiting quite
some time in the American
Heritage auditorium for his
counselor, he decided to go ahead
and pre-register with the Bible
majors.
Whitaker later decided to go on
Scotland Campaigns, where he
said he was touched by a great
need. "I remember the first time
I saw Dean English (a minister in
the British Isles who holds
records for weightlifting). I
couldn't · believe he was a
preacher."
Whether one is a Bible major
does not exclude him from
co~orming in some way or from
being stereotyped, and that may
not necessarily be bad.
The problem lies in judging by
outward appearances. For the
Bible major, as Whitaker said,
"Maybe if people are thrown off
outwardly, they might give you
more of a chance inwardly."

Is Harding a maniage factory?
by Karen O'Donaghy
Answer the following questions
true or false. Be sure to note the
correct answers; you will be
tested over this material again.
1. Most students come to
Harding to get married.
2. The percentage of students
who find a mate at Harding is
increasing.
3. Harding
women
are
primarily interested in snagging
a husband.
Based on interviews with
students, all of the above are
false. Most people say they came
to Harding for a spiritual
education, despite the marriage
factory myth that ~s hung over
this campus for years.
Most students come to Harding
to get married. False. A
Christian atmosphere attracted
many students.
"I came to Harding because of
the impersonalness of a state
university," Kristen Stinnett, a
ntarried student who met her
husband here, said.
"I didn't come here to get
married. I came to become a
teacher," said senior special
education major Susan Parkey,
who is engaged. A relative had
some influence on her decision to
come here, she said. "My older
brother came here and he was
sold on the place."
Susan's brother, Mike Parkey
('80) also met his wife at Harding.

"I came here with the intention
not of getting married," said
senior computer science major
Phil Wills, who will be married in
July. "I came to Harding
because it was the only four-year
Christian institution that let
freshmen have their own car," he
quipped.
Dwight
Smith,
campus
minister, who met his wife
Barby when both were student;s

here, expressed the common
fallacy when he said, "Most
(students) come here with the
hope and desire that they'll meet
someone." Students' comments
tend to agree that spiritual
fellowship was the main reason
why they chose to come here.
"I came to Harding, believe it
or not, to get an education," said
one student.
The percentage of students who
find a mate at Harding is increasing. False.
'students -here are graduating
and leaving single more than
ever before, said Dr. Lew Moore,
associate professor of psychology
and director of the counseling
center.
However, some students are
staying in the area for a few
years after graduation; he said.
"They just don't want to face that
they are graduating without a
mate," one student theorized.
Senior Sherri McCullough, who
is engaged, said, "I know some
guys who came here looking for
girlfriends, and they didn't find
one." This may be one explanation for the fifth year senior
·syndrome (see story by Kathy
Cage, page 7).
One student from New York did
say that be felt pressure to marry
because of the marriage factory
myth. "I always wanted to get
married, and I knew 1 wanted to
marry a Christian, and I knew
that up North there just weren't
many girls," he said. He was
engaged over the Christmas
break.
"I did feel the pressure to look
around," he said, commenting
that he had dated someone
steadily duririg 'his .freshman
yeat but; like ·· many . peqple,
wanted t() ·be sure, so 'be' "looked·
around" for a suitable mate.
An-other problem;:': MOOre
sugg~ted, is that so~~. ~tudents

f~l they have failed if they leave
here with a diploma but no
wedding ring.
Smith reassures students that
there is no failure or lack of
fulfillment involved in leaving
unmarried.
Harding women are primarily
interested in snagging a husband.
False.
Although many women realize
that the likelihood of finding a
spouse here is high, that is not the
main reason why they came
here.
"The atmosphere binds you
here and it leads to fmding somebody," Parkey said.
·
"A lot of males have felt very
threatened by the stereotype.
That's a myth. Most girls just
want a good relationship," Moore
said. He added, "There are more
and more single people leaving
here than ever."
Changing views in society_ ~re
having an effect on changing
views here, Moore said. "S~iety
is conditioning males more
toward the competing and not the
subtle side of masculinity; it's
training more tow~rq .selfdevelopment tban toward
marriage The economy_ and
instability in the job market
would also seem to affect the
thought of marriage.''·
Some females also ha.ve
definite ideas about not getting
married. "I told myself before I
came to college that I would
graduate before I would marry,"
one unattached senior woman
said. "I have always liad definite
goals - graduate school, a
career of my own - and there
aren't many guys anywhere, let
alone here, who would be willing
.to follqw· me around until I get
settled.''·
Pre8sure may deter some from
even beginning a relationship,
Moore said. ''There is so much

Richard King performs a wedding ceremony for Debbie DIBeUa
and Curt Hannicut In Shores Chapel on Jan.lS.
by JOHN RAocum
m-essure to legislate; you cannot
fegislate a relationship," he said.
"It can't be developed from a
negative focus." About the best
thing to do, he said, is to leave the
relationship alone and allow
people to develop their
relationships naturally.
Relationships that students
have on this campus are much
like those which occur on other
campuses, a fact that may
surprise some people. Anyone
who wants a relationship to
develop into marriage will have
to work for it and make it happen,
Moore said; it won't simply
happen by itself.
Harding as a marriage factory
may be merely a myth, but

.

people are still troubled by it.
"The thing that makes it difficult
here is that we illlply
unknowingly that if you don't
marry here that you won't get
married when you leave," Moore
said.
Another fallacy people fall
prey to is the conviction that it
won't happen, so they don't work
hard at potential marriage
relationships but instead bury
themselves in work and other
opportunities, he said.
Harding is the world to some
people. "It shouldn't be," Moore
said. Finding a suitable mate is
similar to obtaining a degree: a
student has to work for it Harding. d(leS~n ~nd them out.
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Horrie eC majOi-s seeR PTvfessiOns, not husbalids
by June Middleton

Whether it's easy to admit it,
students unwittingly place a
stigma on women who choose for
their major a "mere" home
economics degree. Rumor has it
that these innocents are out to
catch a man and, for many girls,
this stereotype is just another
nuisance to be borne along with
the 10:30 curfew and the weekly ·
basketful of laundry.
However, no one generation
can be entirely blamed for
creating the impression that
home economics is for girls who
can't think of anything else better
to do. Students are simply
believing what they've heard all ·
their lives. It's time to end the
myths that home economics I
majors want only to get married
and that the major itself is a
breeze. Both are false.
Beth
Wilson,
assistant
professor of home economics and :
a faculty member for 12 years,
teaches such courses as food
preparation, food systems

teachers and tailors all are home
ec majors.
Dr. Lynn England, who teaches
classes in family relationships
and meal management, said that
up to a few years ago women
went into home ec to be a good
wife and mother.
"That's why I chose it. Now it's

"We're not out looking for a husband any
more than anyone else. It's not like we're
plotting
,, against them or we're out to catch
th em.
- Judy Chandler
management and food science,
food research and food preservation. She said that the false .
images of home ec majors have
always existed.
"Part of it is because of the
name," she said, "but home ec
draws from all areas. It isn't a
blowoff major. That attitude
exists from a lack of education.
They just don't realize what we ·
do."
She went on to say that the
women must be well-trained in
eight or nine subjects before they
would be considered for a job.
Women who plan to obtain a
bachelor of science degree in ,
home ec will do more than

homemaking. Dieticians, fashion
merchandisers,

home

ec

more professional," she said.
''We are specializing more and
more. Now we try to train girls
for a profession as well as for
Christian homes."
Although both women said that
they were not aware of students
oo campus placing home ec
majors into the "MRS degree'
mold, most of the students
majoring in home ec said they
were aware of the stigma from
the beginning.
"I was afraid to go into home
ec because of the way people
view it. I think the home ec
stereotype comes from high
school, where people think you're

trying to get easy classes,"

vocational home economics

Sandy Baker, a freshman from

major, said. "It's not like we're
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Ohio, said.
Most women try to brush off
the teasing remarkS, but occasionally nerves wear thin.
Toni Buckridge, a freshman
from Oregon, said that when she
revealed her major, people
thought she came for a husband
and nothing else.
"Harding is a marriage factory. When I first came here I
could not believe it. All along the
streets there are bridal, flower
and cake decorating shops with
maybe a church and fast food
place in between," Toni said.
She added that she thinks men
avoid women who are home ec
majors because they are not
ready for marriage and they
think home ec majors are.
"It's funny," she said. "Guys
think they have to watch out for
home ec majors, and girls look
out for the fOUrth-year Bible
majors."
Tim Pugh of Linden, Tenn.
disagreed.
"I don't believe guys look at
home ec majors that way. Sure
everyone would like to find a
good wife or husband, but there
isn't one particular group that is
looking harder than anyone
else."
..
"We're not out looking for a
husband any mere than anyone
else," Judy Chandler, a

(!$)~
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plotting against them oc we're
out to catch them I''
Home economics has perhaps
evolved into one of the more
practical courses because
whether a women majors in it or
not, she can always. use it even if
she remains single. Wilson said
that the goal is to emphasize
every aspect of family life.
"The goals haven't changed
much over the years, but the
curriculum is much more
demanding," she said.
Junior Cheryl Arnold, who has
chosen a career in dietetics, was
one who struggled through three
years of chemistry.
"People think you aren't doing
much because they don't realize
the time and effort that goes into
it," she said.
Despite the idea that guys are
wary of home ec majors,
Englana said that they have a
pretty good record as far as the
fellows are con.c erned.
Senior Christie Roland agreed.

OUt of 14 girls in one of her
classes, 10 are married or
engaged, including her. She
believes that the home is the
most important organization
there is.
"We don't just learn about
dishwashers or things that Mom
could teach us," she said.
Generally, home ec majors are
at Harding first for an education,
and they learn things that would
surprise even Mom.
Dean of Men Eddie Campbell
stated simply, "I don't think
there is anything wrong with a
girl preparing for what may be
the most important part of her
life: marriage and a home."

Mini
Balloon
Bouquets
$5.00
268-4443
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Although members change, club stereotypes stick
by Betsy Walkup
Stereotyping is inevitable
among social clubs. That is
because, as Steve Haynes, Chi
Sigma Alpha president, said,
''People bang aroUnd people with
similar interests, and you tend to
go with people who like what you
like.''·
There are certain clubs on
campu~ which have definite
notorieties. The often-debated
question is UUs: do clubs attract
a particular type of stud~t, .or do
they mold new members into
their image?
Chi Sigs and Regina ··are
reputed to be the music majors'
club. "Chi Sigs actually only has
approximately 25 in a choral
group of some kind," said
Haynes, who himself is not.
Senior Chi Sig Tim Alexander
said the reputation doesn't bother
him. "I love music," he said.
Alexander also added that the
bulk of the club members are
business and pre-med majors.
Alexander said the stereotype
has hurt the club. He pointed out
that "people are afraid of
stereotypes. Men who would have ~
liked to join the club were
discouraged because they
couldn't sing. Look at Mike
Rivas," said Alexander. "He
couldn't sing a lick, and he was
here on a full athletic scholarship."
"To a certain extent, we don't
mind it. What's wrong with being
musical? It's a talent," Haynes
concluded. And Leisa Barker,

Regina president, agreed that
they enjoy being known as the
ones who excel in music.
Barker also said that only
slightly more than half of the
members are musically involved. And she added, "we're
getting farther and farther away
each year. The stereotype seems
to be something that continues

A&r~ S

ticipate in sports, she noted, and
usually had several teams in
each sport.
Tri Sig Laura Moor~ said that
now the personalities of club
members were more wellrounded. Moore said that when
voting in new members, they
don't foeus only on girls who can
play sports well. "If they play

ZHIIKAlJ.NZ'OD PJ:TI:Yir ItA

- "I kno.w people refer to us as the Amazon
women jocks. It's kind of a joke to us."
- Lori Henley
(Tri-Sigma Delta Social Club)

A9rbB ZH•IMMX&Dn PJ:TJ:,.II.tsJ.
itself."
Barker said that the reputation
hurts the choral groups since
tnere seems to be a wall between
those who are members of Chi
Sigs and Regina and those in
other social clubs. Senior Holly
Clark said, "Those of us who
aren't in choral groups don't like
it too much, but it doesn't bother
us." .
Another stereotyped club is
Tri-8igma Delta ..
Lori Henley, Tri Sigs president,
said, "I know people refer to us
as the Amazon women jocks. It's
kind of a joke to us."
Tri Sig Janet Land agreed that
the club used to have a large
portion of physical education
majors. They do like to par-

TOWN & COUNT-RY
BEAUTY SALON
Wants To Serve You
Need a NEW
Look for '83?
Phone:

Come See Us I

268-3431
or

268-4951

205 N. Locust
Searcy

(Behind the Poor Boy's Burger Barn)

sports, wonderful, but if they
don't, they can benefit the club in
other ways," she said.
Ju Go Ju and Ko Jo Kai suffer
similar labels as rich Southern
girls.
Teresa Robinson, Ju Go Ju
member, said they used to be
called "the rich snobs." Ju GO Ju
member Bethany Bessent
remembered they used to be
known as "the rich soots who
wore a lot of jewelry and tight
jeans." "The club is now more
diversified and totally opposite of
when I got in," said Ju Go Ju

by Kathy Cage
It's not always easy to
gr;lduate from Harding in the
expected four year plan. What
happens to those students who
don't? They're separated from
the masses as "fifth year
seniors,'' as prevalent a label on
this campus as "marriage factory" and "MRS degrees."
Most students who are still
short of the graduation
requirements after four years
are usually the victims of
changes in their majors. Others
find it necessary to "lay out" for
a semester or two to work.
Danny Campbell, a history
major from Searcy, said that in
his five years of school he has had
six · different majors ranging
from business systems analysis
to journalism to music. "I even
considered elementary ed at one

"Kojies are seen by most as
being . rich and snobby and not
serious about our Christianity,"
said Kojie Sarah Hefley. She said
the stereotype bothers her less
because she loves her club
members and knows what
they're really like.
K9jie Tracy McRee doesn't
appreciate the stereotype.
"Some of the nicest Christian
people are in our club." People
advised her not to pledge Kojies
because of their wild reputation,
she said, but she loves them.
"Now," McRee said, "the club is
out to prove people wrong."
\To get rid of the reputation, the
club is trying to promote more
involvement with other women's
clubs. _
Buccaneers and Su~T are
rumored to be wild men.
Bucs have a lot of athletes in
the club and · therefore, said
football player and Buc Randy
B~ttram, "We can't be wild.
Since we're athletes, we are
taught to respect our bodies and

time," Danny said, "but I never
declared it. I haven't been teased
about being a fifth year senior,
but I've been teased about being
a history major because I'm not
certifying to teach.''
Chris "Chester" Thompson, a
senior marketing major from
California, started out as an
engineering major at a junior
college in California: "This is my
sixth year of college," Chris said.
"I managed to be:~n engineering
major for my first two and a half
years. In my sixth semester of
college I took a fashion modeling
class and that's about the only
class I completed. I dropped out
ofcalculus,chemistry,computer
science for engineers - all of
those classes. ·
"Then I managed a shopping
center for two years in Oakdale,
Calif.,'' he continued. "When I

OAKLEY'S
GARAGE

Why send a Hallmark wJ:ten you can give a
color portrait of yourself to the one you
love for only $1?

Hurry before time runs out.

life. ..

General Auto & Truck Repair
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Searcy, AR 72143
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have discipline.
"In actuality, the club is good
for athletes,'' said Buttram. It is
geared especially for football
players by not scheduling as
many activities in the fall to
allow for the season.
Some people think of Bucs with
apprehension, falsely thinking
they are Mohicans renamed, Buc
Terry Fields said. The
Mohicans men's social club was
disbanded in 1981 after a series of
disciplinary problems.
"Several are a lot more wild
and open about themselves than
others," Buttram conceded.
Su~T member Kevin Conolty
said that some consider them
"Skoal-dipping athletes."
"Most of the members joke
about the stereotyping,'' said
Subber Jimmy Starrett, explaining that the club used to be
more sports-oriented and
dominated games. Now, he said,
"the clubs are more equal, but
most clubs still enjoy beating us
and think it's their big day."
A club is just what they want to
make it, they say, and they don't
care what other people think.
This feeling may best be expressed by Teresa Robinson,
senior member: of Ju Go Ju. "I
knew I'd be myself no matter
what club I got in."

Graduation eludes/fifth year seniors

$1 Valentine Special
Phone 268-9304 for appointment for this
Valentine Special.

member Pama Manuel.
"People just talk about what
they want to hear," Manuel said.
Bessent put her fmger on the
persistence of stereotypes:
"First impressions are important, and when you get a
reputation, it just sticks. That's

1804 E. Market

268-7309

became a Christian, I got accepted to a law school at the
same time I decided to come
here, but I ended up at Harding.
It took three years to get all the
classes out of the way to graduate
with a marketing degree."
Chris first heard of Harding
only three weeks before he came.
After three years here, he will
graduate in May. He hasn't been
ribbed because he's a fifth year
senior, but he has been teased
about the fact that he's 26. "I get
teased more about being ancient," Chris said.
Kandy Muncy didn't go to
school full time during her
college career. Kandy, a nursing
major from Searcy, said, "I
stayed out a whole year and
worked, and then I changed my
major, so that put me behind. I
went through that time where
YOJJ graduate from high school
and you .have three months to
decide w.hat you want to major
in. I played around that summer
and didn't decide until early
orientation."
Kandy started out as an
English major, moved on to
journalism her sophomore year,
and even considered a physical
education major. She got a job as
a nurse's aide and decided she'd
like to come back to Harding as a
nursing major. "I started prenursing classes and I loved it,"
Kandy said. "My grades were a
lot higher, too.
"It's strange because I'm 23
and most people in my class are
21 and 22. I guess· most people
think that students who stick
around here are real lazy, but it's
hard to decide what you want to
do in a short period of time until you take classes and try
different things," she said.
"I get a lot of flak about being a
fifth year senior. People in the
nursing program are always
kiddingme and calling me 'fossil'
and saying 'back in the dark ages
when you went to school.' "
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Snow Fun
The campus experienced its first snowfall
last week and students took time out to play.
Students atop Heritage, right, bombard
passers-by with snowballs. Below, Knights
social club creates a new member from
snow in front of Sears dormitory. Tammy
Stanford and Kelly Fielder, below, right, find
it hard to get to chapel because of ice and
snow. Tony Console, below, and his bicycle
are moving targets for snowball throwers in
front of the American Heritage Center.

Photos by
John Radcliffe
Layout by
Cynthia Hooton
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A short guide to current

Bag It
Purses are coming back
at Harding. Watch for a
story in next week's
Bison.

national news
campus events:

and

brief

Judge is fugitive
David L. ~cCain, a 51-yearold fOl'Dler· Florida SUpreme
Court justice, was declared a
fugitive in Lake City, LA.,

a

and became the subject of
nationwide search after he
failed oo appear at a hearing
on state and federal charges
d. drug conspiracy.

Silos filled
· An Air Force spokesman
said Tuesday that the 17 Titan
n missiles in Arkansas will be
removed from their silos and
the silos then filled with
gravel so the sites can't be
used for any other purpose
when tbe missiles · are
dismantled.
There had been earlier
speculation that the Air Force
might use the sites for other
purposes or sell them to
private enterprise.
Capt. Ken. Garrett, public
affairs officer of the 308th
Strategic Missile Wing at
Li~tle Rock Air Force Base,
said existing arms control
agreements with the Soviet

Union required that the Air
Force dismantle the missile
launchers "in a manner that
makes them unusual for
another purpose."

House hunting.
Three residents of Allentown, Pa. are involved in a
bizarre promotional contest to
·win an $18,000 mobile home.
The
bave spent the past
18 weeks camped on a 6-ft. by
48-ft. platform at the base of a
billboard nearly overhanging
the city's flteeway.
Whoever stays on the
billboard platform the lon&est

men

wins.

.

WASN, a local AM radio
station that advertises on the
billboard, sought to promote
its switch from a country
music to nostalgia music by
launching a giveaway cootest.
Of the three men on the
platform, Mike McKay, a 30year-old house parent at a
home foc disturbed c.hildren,
is favored to win the contest.
But his wife bas mixed
feelings about the cootest.
"Sometimes I think my
husband is nuts," she said.
"But I am with him 100 percent."

McArthur cleared

defeat over Illinois in the

·Prosecuting Attorney
Wilbur C. Bentley said
Monday he bas decided not to
charge William C. McArthur,
the. Little Rock lawyer, with
conspiring to have his wife
/ .
.Alice killed.
At the time of the announcement.. Bentley said be
bad charged Mary (Lee)
Orsini with first-degree
m.urder in the March ll , 1981,
slaying of her husband Ron.
Evidence against McArthur
was
"insufficient"
to
prosecute, Bentley said, but
new evidence in the slaying of
Orsini had prompted the
charging of his widow.

Bryant, 69, had bee.n in bad
bealth recently and r.etired
after the bowl game.

'Bear' dies
Paul "Bear" Bryant, former football coach at the
University of Alabama and a
native of Fordyce, died
Wednesday of a niassive heart
attack in a Tuscaloosa, Ala,.
hospital.
Known as the "winningest
college football coach of all
time," Bryant won 323 games
in his 38-yeai career.
Bryant's death occurred
less than a month after he
coacbed the Crimson Tide to a

Liberty Bowl.

Sheriff robbed
Pulaski County Sheriff
Tommy Robinson, though
used to fighting crime, found
bimseH the victim of a crime
earlier this week. Someone
broke into his home in western
Jacksonville and tried to steal
his new color television set.
Apparently the burglar or
burglars were frjghtened off
before taking anything.
"It's not a good feeling to
come home after work and
find someone's tried to rip off
property you've worked hard
to get," Robinson said.

Queen convicted
Cecilia D. Silva, 24, the 1980
Miss Maryland-World beauty
pageant winner, was convicted in Rockville, Md., of
theft and forgery for using
someone else's Anterican
Express card in a $G,OOO
shopping spree.

Eisenhower_
<continued from page 1)
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Roosevelt informed hhn of the
invention.
Eisenhower also said that he
believed his father was merely
using the suggestion of nuclear
warfare as a .threat during the
Korean conflict; it was to
frighten, be said.
Eisenhower informed - the
audience, largely m~de up of
college students, that he was
Sorry he ~ould not address the
war which bas had the largest
impact on their lives, the Vietnam conflict. He explained that
he was not involved in any part of
Vietnam and that to his
generation, World War II will
always be "the war."
Eisenhower noted during his
speech that we are subject to the
Ia~ of history. On the subject of
tu~e war, be quoted a Vietnam
vet, "Don't ever commit
American troops unless you've
co~tted Ameriea."
Eisenhower believes that the
Battle of the Bulge boosted the
moral of the American soldier.
He noted tlult the European
forces were much·. more interested in protocol and form and
tended oo look down on the undiSciplined American troops.
The Battle of tbe Bulge gave
the American troops a chance to
prove what they could accomplish.in small groups without
the aid of commanding officer'S,
Eisenhower said.

Tune to

KHCA
AM720-
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~Spor~andPastimes~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~ns grab second conference win ov~ Tech
The Bison basketballers pinned
conference victory number two
to their record as they outshot
Arkansas Tech, 66-56, last
·Monday night in Russellville. The
Bisons hit 68 percent from the
field for the second half to secure
the victory.
''They were determined to
win," coach Jess Bucy said. "We
played a man-~man job the
entire game and the beys just
played good solid basketball. It
was our best defensive game of
the year and they really got after
it."
Down by one point, 26-25, at
halftime, the Black and Gold hit
13 of 19 shots from the field in the
final 20 minutes to wrap up their
ninth victory of the season

against eight losses. In AIC play,
the Bisons are 2-5.
With 15:30 remai.ni.ng iri tbe
game, the Bisons took~the lead
and held the ball with a fourcomer offense. Out Qf the spread,

guard Hubie Smith and postman
Allen Gibbons rolled in several
valuable 'points to insure the
Bison lead. Eventually, the
Techsters bad to foul while trying
for the ball. Harding made the

most of the situation, making 22
of 29 free throws for the game.
. A major asset for the Bisons
was the outstanding guard pJay
'of twins Floyd and Lloyd Smith.
Their defense on Tech's standout
pointman Ronald Cl~iborne
earned them praise from Bucy.
"Floyd and Lloyd really did a
inunber on Claiborne," · Bucy
said. "They kept him from
penetrating and that was exactly
what we were after." The former
_Parkdale all-stater scored only
nine points.
Three Bisons scored in double
figures. Hubie Smith led the way
with 24 points, Gibbons contributed 18 points and first year
standout Kenny ~ollins had 14.

Gibbons named
Player of Week
·byNAIA

~et ug

Allen Gibbons of Harding was
named the NAIA District 17
Basketball Player of the Week,
according to district information
chairman Stan Green.
A 6-9 junior from Central
Arkansas Christian High School
in North Little Rock, Gibbons had
an outstanding week with 88
points and Z7 rebounds in three
games last week.
Gibbons opened the week with
a 30 point game against Hendrix,
followed up with Z7 points against
College of the Ozarks Thursday
night and scored a season high of
31 points Saturday night against
Ouachita lJaptist University.
The 88-point total upped Gibbons' season total to 345 points
and a 21.6 point average per
game.
·

hel!p you pQa~ f,o1t yoult ltemem.btcanceg o6

t£ttg yea.t'g gp!tUtg banquet. CWtth yea.tg o6 eJc:f:>eltlence. we can hel!p you picb the begt ~ocation f,olt
yow photog~aph. <:Banquet dates a.te a~eady being
llegeftved. go boob

ea1t~y!

268-5614

1902 E. Market

Sink It

Send The
BISON Home
$2.50 A Semester

Collins collected all of his five
field goals in the first half to keep
the Bisons in the contest, inclu~ some from the 15-18 point
range.
Gibbons led all rebounders
with 13 and Floyd Smith had five
assists. Harold Taylor led the
Wonder Boys with 16 points.
For the .game, Harding shot 22
of 45 from the field for a solid 48
percent. Tech, which defeated
both Hendrix and Arkansas
College laSt wee~, shot only 25 of
68 for a lackluster 36 percent.
Monday night the Bisons travel
to Conway for a key AIC matchup
against the University of Central
Arkansas Bears. Tipoff is at 7:30
p.m.

by DARRELL TRUilT

Huble Smith breaks away to score for Blsom Saturday Dlgllt. Bison
roundballen lost to Ouachita 'Dgen 63-61.
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Sports question still undecided
I've decided the time is ripe. I
have refrained from voicing my
opinion on a rather controversial
issue around the Harding sports
circles for the past three years
but I feel that now is the time to
say what is on my mind. Don't
ask me, "why now?"; I really
don't know. It's been long past
due.
For the past three years, I've
wondered why Harding hasn't
made common knowledge on why
there isn't a larger and more
sound women's athletic department. I am not talking about
things like the morality issue
concerning the dress attire, or
the additional scholarships that
would have to be made available.
What I am referring to is the fact
that the whole student body is up
in the air on the exact reason why
the women do not have a better
means to compete against other

.

--

HEY,
SMARTY I

~
--~

;_,

'-1.

schools.
Of course we have the softball
and cross country teams, and I
feel that they were outstanding
break-throughs in the direction of
an expanded women's program.
But we have hit a stall, a snag in
the development. Everyone is
waiting for something to happen,
but it seems as if the administration is content with the
situation.
I have talked with several
students as well as faculty and
staff members and not one, NOT
ONE, is satisfied with the
progress that has taken place as
of late. What is the deal? Where

.·If y.ou're a student getting "B's"
or better, you may qualify for
Farmers-in the form of special
bonus lower rates on your auto
insurance. Call today and get ~he
I facts on Farmers money-savmg
Good Student Auto Policy.

HARRIS INSURANCE AGENCY
<102 North Grand
Searcy, Artcansas 721~
Phone 268-3811

Sports Spectrum
Ken Bissen

does it stand right now?
I think that the women's
program is the major thought
and concern of both the students
and administration as far as
sports is concerned on the
campus. Both have a lot at stake
- the women want the competition and the opportunity to
play at a collegiate level, and the
school could use· the influx of
those women who snub Harding
simply because they do not have
the basketball or volleyball
teams to suit their desires to play
collegiately. Plus, the public
relations aspect could be
tremendous. Many assets could
come from the addition of
women's sports.
Just look at the tremendous
impact that the softball and cross
country teams had on the
campus. We do not even host a
cross country meet or a softball
game here on campus, but the
whole school is 100 percent
behind both teams. We need to
push for the program, for the
good of the school.
This is an appeal to the student
body to get involved. Talk it up,
ask questions, investigate and
push for it.

Bisons lead AIC
in four categories

Harding University leads the
Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference in four statistical
categories, according to commissioner Harry Hall,
Bison junior Allen Gibbons
leads the AIC in scoring and
rebounding this week with a 19.7
point average in 13 games
covered by the report. With an 18point performance Monday night
against Arkansas Tech, he upped
that figure to 21.4 ppg. and his
season total to 363.
Gibbons has 121 rebounds to his
credit, an average of 9.3 per
game. In addition, he has a ninth
place position nailed down for
field goal percentages. He has
connected on 110 of 193 free
throws for a solid .569 percentage.
Guard Floyd Smith leads the
conference in assists with 67
through the 13 game report for a
5.2 average per game. A transfer

from Phillips County Junior
College, Smith is the point guard
in the Bison offense and is
averaging 5.0 ppg.
Senior Hubie Smith also ranks
among the AIC's top ten assists
leaders with a 45 total for 13
games. With an exceptional
performance against Hendrix,
the Memphis native picked up
nine assists and now has a 54 total
for the year. Smith is also fifth in
team scoring. He is also ranked
fifth this week in the AIC stats in
free throws with 45 of 54 for a .833
percentage.
Teamwise, Harding holds ·a
sixth place ranking in the NAIA
national stats in free throw
shooting. On 260 attempts, the
Bisons have hit 199 for a healthy
.765, which is also the best in the
AIC.
Harding will play the
University of Central Arkansas
Monday night in Conway.

Searcy High fullback
signs Bison letter of intent
Searcy High School standout
Jay James has signed an
Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference letter of intent, Harding
University football coach John
Prock announced Monday.
A 6-0, 190 lb. fullbacklinebacker, James was an AllRegion selection for coach Jerry
Mote's 1982 Lions.
"Jay is an outstanding young
man who will be able to make a
contribution to our team," Prock
said. "He had a fine senior year
and comes out of an excellent
program. He is a versatile
athlete who will be able to play a
lot of positions."
The 1982 team captain for the
Lions, James was the team's

leading tackler and defensive
signal caller. He played fullback
offensively and linebacker on
defense.
"We will probably look at Jay
as a tight-end or offensive center," Prock said. "He is a hard
worker and coachable and is still
growing."
For his performance as a
senior James was named
Linebacker of the Year. As a
junior he was an All-County and
an All-Region honorable mention
honoree. He also was selected as
a representative to Boys State.
Jay is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Nelson James of Valley Drive in
Searcy.

Save BIG at:

The Top & Bottom St.lop
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* ..BLOUSE - 40%

off

* ZENA JEANS - 20%
t.

~· · ,

* CORDUROYS - 50% off

It's the real thing. Coke.
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·

Real life calls for real taste.
For the taste of your life - Coca~Cola. ·
" Coca -Cola" and "Coke .. are reg1stered trade -marks wh1ch 1dent1fy the same product of the Coca Cola Company

Bottled under the Authority of the COCA COLA BOTTLING CO. OF ARKANSAS, Searcy, Ark.

off

2021 East Race Ave.
268-1737
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Bisons defeat Tech
in 10 water events
Who said the weather could
control one's destiny, but not his
outcome?
The Harding swimming and
diving team, scheduled to go
against
Arkansas
Tech
University in a meet last
Thursday, was forced ashore due

Titans unbeaten
in club basketball
Social club basketball scores
for the first two weeks of play
show Titans undefeated in "A"
through "D" teams.
At press time, Buccaneers
were undefeated in "A" and "B"
large club play, while small clubs
King's Men, Lambda Sigma and
Kappa Tau were all undefeated
in the "A" team bracket.
SCORES
LARGE CLUB

"A"

Bucs 60, Sub T 40
Galaxy 60, TNT 45
Chi Sigs 31, Kappa Sigs 69
Kappa Sigs 33, Titans 38
Chi Sigs 46, Alpha Tau 64
Sub T 35, TNT 34
Galaxy 50, Bucs 59
Galaxy 55, Alpha Tau 44
Kappa Sigs 47, Sub T 45

"B"
Alpha Tau 51, Bucs 50
Chi Sigs 32, Alpha Tau 36
Kappa Sigs 29, Chi Sigs 'n
Bucs 54, Galaxy 46
TNT 46, Titans 49
Alpha Tau 47, Titans 62
Sub T 60, Galaxy 46
Galaxy 'S1, Chi Sigs 33
Sub T 55, Kappa Sigs 31
Bucs 38, TNT 35
SMALL CLUB

"A"

AGO 54, Lambdas 60
Fraters 20, Sig Tau 45
CCP 48, Kings Men 47
Alpha Omega 45, Kappa Tau 49
Theta Tau 43, Kappa Tau 45
Deltas 32, Sig Tau 55
Alpha Omega 'S1, Kings Men 43
Knights 56, Deltas 22
Theta Tau 52, Beta Ehi 32
Lambdas 48, Sig Tau 45 ·
AGO 56, Beta Phi 31
Fraters 24, Knights 64
Sig Tau 31, Kings Men 55
Knights 54, AGO 41

"B"
Beta Phi 28, Lambdas 34
Alpha Omega 27, Knights 43
Kings Men 51, Theta Tau 50
Alpha Omega 25, Beta Phi 31
Kings Men 36, Kappa Tau 41
Theta Tau 60, AGO 24

to hazardous driving conditions
from the snow and sleet storm.
But that didn't keep the meet
from happening, as both teams
swam in their own pools and
called their times over the phone.
The result: Harding 65, Arkansas
Tech 26.
Of the 12 events held, the Water
Buffaloes took 10 of them. Those
with outstanding meets were
senior captain Ben Waites, junior
Richard Denney, and freshmen
Gano Butcher, Chris Boutcher
and Mark Christaldi. Divers with
good performances were Mike
Gurganus and Sam McDonald.
Waites captured the 100 and 200
yard freestyle and was a member
of the winning 220 yard medley
relay. Denny captured the 50
yard freestyle and 100 yard
backstroke as well as the medley
relay. Boutcher took the 100 yard
individual medley and was on the
winning relay, whQe Butcher won
the 100 yard butterfly and 100
yard breastroke and was also a
member of the relay team.
Christaldi won the 500 yard
freestyle and placed second to
Waites in the 100 yard freestyle.
McDonald took the optional
dive with Gurganus placing
Second, while Gurganus placed
second and McDonald third in the
required diving.

by JOHN RADCLIFFE

Water Buffalo Mark Chrlstaldl won the SOO yard &eestyle In Friday's meet against Arkansas Tech.

Benson, O'Banion to wed
Dr. GeorgeS, Benson and
Marguerite O'Banion announced their engagement
earlier this week, according to
the Searcy Dally Citizen.
O'Banion is executive
secretary of the National
Education Program,
a
member of Harding Business
Women's Club and the
Associated Women for Harding.
Benson, president emeritus
of the University, is chairman
and president of the NEP, a

English society
hears speaker
Eight members of Sigma Tau
Delta, the English honor society,
traveled to Hendrix College in
Conway Tuesday night to hear
author Maya Angelou.
Angelou, .native of Stamps,
Ark., wrote the novel I Know Why
the Caged Bird Sings and a
collection Of poetry entitled Just
Give Me a Cool Drink of Water ..
. 'fore I Diiiiie. Angelou's roles
encompass poet, singer, dancer,
journalist and actress.
Angelou gave renditions of the
poetry and writings of black
authors Paul Lawrence Dunbar,
Langston Hughes and Countee
Cullen as well as her own work.
Angelou is one of several
nationally known literary figures
to appear at Hendrix in their
lecture series.

program
to
promote
patriotism and free enterprise. He has served as
president of ~lahoma
Christian College and is
currently chancellor of
Alabama Christian College.
Benson also ser.ves as an elder
at the College Church of
Christ.
The wedding will be at 7
p.m. Feb. 22, at the College
Church auditorium, 721 East
Race Avenue. Friends and
relatives are invited to attend.

Beta Phi 32
59, CCP 26
AGO 29
Lambdas 29
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